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By Chatri Eamsobhana, Vice President Director and Chief Operations Officer, &  

Andre Khor, Director of Finance and Chief Financial Officer  

 

Chatri Eamsobhana – Chief Operations Officer 

Good afternoon everyone. Thank you for joining us today. Welcome to Chandra Asri’s first quarter 2021 

Earnings Call. It is great to have you all join us today. We hope you continue to stay safe and healthy over 

these extraordinary times.  

 

During our presentation, we will make Forward-Looking Statements regarding our expectations or 

predictions about the future. Because these statements are based on current assumptions and factors 

that involve risks and uncertainties, our actual performance and results may differ materially from our 

forward-looking statements.  

 

The Contents of our presentation today will cover Summary Highlights, Performance Overview, Strategy 

& Growth and lastly Questions & Answers.  

 

Let me kick-off by sharing the Management Overview and Key Highlights of our Q1 2021 results.  

 

First, we have achieved a Strong Start to the year. Product spreads continue to remain firm as demand 

and confidence improves, driven by strong regional and Indonesian recovery as economies continue to 

reopen and bounce back. The robust recovery from the coronavirus pandemic, marked by China’s 18.3% 

year-on-year GDP growth in Q1 2021, is further bolstered by the roll out of vaccine programs. Similarly, 

we have seen healthy retail consumption and industrial production in Indonesia, with GDP growth 

expected to bounce back from -2.07% in 2020 to between 4.5% and 5.3% in 2021.  Within this backdrop, 

Chandra Asri recorded an EBITDA of US$147 million and Net Income of US$85 million for the quarter, 

marking a significant turnaround from –US$14 million and –US$17 million respectively over the same 

period last year.  

 

Second, we had Solid Execution. We maintained operating rates at 90%. We are on track with our 

structural cost program, and collectively have realized >US$25mln of annualized cost savings and released 

>US$100mln of structural working capital. Our B1-MTBE plants completed in Q3 2020 have been ramped 
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up. On January 1st 2021, we successfully completed the merger of our subsidiary, PT Styrindo Mono 

Indonesia, following through the successful merger of PT Petrokimia Butadiene Indonesia on January 1st 

of 2020, as part of our structural cost program delivery. We continue to make good progress on our CAP 

2 project and achieved another key milestone by securing pre-requisite environmental permits.  

 

And Third, we Sustained our Resilience. Our balance sheet remains rock-solid, comprising a total Liquidity 

Pool of US$1.1 billion including US$767 million cash and cash equivalents at the end of Q1 2021 (vs US$624 

million in Q1 2020). The strong financial performance has enabled us to (i) lower leverage with Net Debt-

to-EBITDA at 0.2x (vs 2.6x in Q1 2020) and (ii) reduce Total Debt to US$825 million (vs US$885 million in 

Q1 2020). 

 

As recapped in our Financial Highlights: we have been able to realize solid improvements across the 

board, with higher revenues and a more competitive cost structure contributing to improved EBITDA and 

Net Income margins. Our continued focus on cash conversion cycle has improved our cash and cash 

equivalents and reduced total debt. Looking ahead to the second quarter, we expect to maintain a similar 

level of performance, but with some consolidation, in view of the typical slowdown of economic and 

industrial activity over Ramadhan in Indonesia and the scheduled turnaround maintenance of our SM 

plant. We anticipate strong polymer pricing momentum and margin stability will be supported by (i) 

resilient domestic Indonesian demand for packaging and base petrochemical building blocks, (ii) tight 

market supply driven with flows going to China, (iii) growth of High Value Added (HVA) markets, and (iv) 

continuous focus from Chandra Asri to provide the customer with clear value-added services and security 

of supply. 

 

Moving on to Market Product Prices, in Q1 2021 overall chemical spreads remained healthy with PE- 

Naphtha spreads at the levels in excess of US$630/T and PP – Naphtha spreads exceeded US$850/T, 

enabled by strong demand for Asian petrochemicals. This was coupled with restricted supply from the US 

due to the winter storms, and from the Middle East due to planned shutdowns. The interplay of these 

demand and supply dynamics have helped support and strengthen polymer product prices, 

notwithstanding an increase in naphtha feedstock cost due to higher oil prices. We also saw better year-

on-year Styrene Monomer spreads amid bullish upstream crude values, but a slight correction in 

butadiene prices with increased regional supply availability.  
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Our total Production Volume in Q1 2021 was higher than Q1 2020 at 928 KT, and total Sales Volume was 

slightly lower at 539 KT, due to a conscious and strong push in Q1 2020 to sell more products in view of 

declining prices then. This year we expect all plants to continue contributing to overall volume growth. In 

Q2 2021, our production volume will also reflect a planned shutdown of one of our Styrene Monomer 

plants as part of a scheduled turnaround maintenance. This has been completed successfully, safely, and 

smoothly over the period of 16 March to 15 April 2021.  

 

Correspondingly, Q1 2021 all plants Operating Rate was recorded at 90%. Our key focus is to run the plant 

at full rate with clear vision on safety, whilst optimising economics and spreads. Our new B1-MTBE plants 

have been ramped up to full capabilities since starting up in September 2020. We would like to highlight 

that whilst the plants are already fully operational meeting full specifications, the operating rates are 

subject to fulfilling long-term raffinate off-take agreements that will run until 2023. Consequently, these 

plants will not be run to full capacity until then. These factors were considered as part of the Final 

Investment Decision approval process for the B1-MTBE plants; and currently these plants are already 

value-accretive and contributing to our bottom line in line with expectations post start-up. 

 

On the ESG front to achieve Impactful Sustainability, we are pleased to share that Chandra Asri was 

recently awarded 3 TOP CSR Awards 2021, “Top CSR Awards 2021 ‘4-Stars’”, “Top Leader on CSR 

Commitment 2021” attained by our President Director of Chandra Asri, Erwin Ciputra and “Innovation of 

Plastic Waste Technology”. The award from the leading publication, TOP Business Indonesia, was granted 

under the banner theme of "The Strategic Role of CSR in National Economic Recovery in the New Normal 

Era". 

 

With that, let me know handover to Andre to share more about our strategy, financials and growth.  

 

Andre Khor – Chief Financial Officer 

 

Great, thank you Khun Chatri. Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.  

 

Let me start by sharing the Progressive Delivery of Our Strategy. Since 2016, we have expanded the 

cracker, brought on stream incremental and substantive BD, PE, PP capacities and also commenced a 

market leading SSBR JV with Michelin. The start up of our B1-MTBE plant, even in the pandemic, is the 
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capstone for the completion of our CAP 1 Integration Master Plan. We have successfully grown our sales 

team function and expanded our capabilities to serve a bigger and wider polymer customer base, to 

smoothly absorb the new capacities we have realized. We also continue to make good progress on 

Sustainability and ESG, with a clear focus of partnering with world-class partners such as Total Solar, BYD, 

and Ecolab to make tangible improvements in reducing our Co2 emissions, as well as our water and 

emissions footprints.    

 

For our next Strategic Horizon, our three key focus areas are (i) To Grow new High-Value Added grades 

with a strong R&D focus, (ii) To Implement Digital Transformation to maintain operational excellence, and 

(iii) To break New Ground and deliver transformational, profitable, and sustainable growth via our CAP 2 

project, a new world-scale integrated petrochemical complex adjacent to our existing plant location to 

create a super-site. We are making good progress on all 3 fronts, with many key milestones achieved and 

tangible benefits already realized.  

 

Moving on to Revenues, stronger product prices (particularly in polymers where we have grown it to be 

around two-thirds of our total portfolio), have underwritten a better performance with a 25% growth: 

Net Revenues in Q1 2021 increased to US$598 million, from US$477 million on a year-on-year basis. 

Aggregate average sales price was US$1,110/T compared to US$865/T in Q1 2020. The timing of our PE 

and PP capacity expansion, in line with our long-term strategy to capture more value across the 

petrochemical value chain, has put Chandra Asri on a very strong footing, and continues to underpin our 

strength, resilience, and commitment towards delivering long-term value for all our investors.  

 

We are pleased with the cost reduction efforts achieved via our SPEED program. Framed against the year-

end 2019 baseline, we have taken out > US$25 million of structural operating expenditure and conversion 

costs on an annualized basis. We have also released >US$100 million of structural Working Capital. Whilst 

in the last quarterly update I shared about the value we unlocked via Digital Transformation, this time 

round I would like to highlight Scale benefits.  

 

We have been able to realize economies of scale through lower conversion costs of gas prices, as well as 

the own production and consumption of Butene-1 (the co-monomer for PE) that we previously used to 

import but now self-produce. Aligned with this same strategy, we will be proceeding to invest in and 
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construct our own Bag Film Roll Unit in 2021-2022 to reduce packaging costs and improve security of 

supply.  

 

Even with the expansion of new capabilities, we have streamlined and reduced overheads through the 

pooling of resources. To enhance the effectiveness of our corporate structure, we gained the shareholder 

approvals and navigated the legal-fiscal landscape to successfully complete the merger of our subsidiaries, 

PT Petrokimia Butadiene Indonesia (PBI) and PT Styrene Monomer Indonesia (SMI), on 1 January 2020 

and 1 January 2021 respectively. With these mergers completed, we have consolidate all our operating 

activities under a single company, which is PT Chandra Asri Petrochemical Tbk. These mergers have helped 

better integrate our overall production process, simplified product mapping, and unleashed synergies 

across procurement, legal, fiscal, tax and accounting processes, to ultimately improve overall operational 

excellence, and supported the one-off releases of working capital to generate cash flow benefits flowing 

straight through to the bottom-line.  

 

With the improving market conditions and the solid delivery of our financial resilience strategy, Chandra 

Asri has been able to have a strong start with our EBITDA trajectory that has materially turned around 

from the trough in Q1 2020, to achieve a new EBITDA level of US$147 million across the 3 months of Q1 

2021, reflecting an EBITDA margin of 25% compared to –US$14million or –3% margin in the same quarter 

last year. The Q1 2020 EBITDA was also equivalent to a 21% quarter-on-quarter EBITDA growth from 

US$121 million in Q4 2020.  

 

Turning towards Balance Sheet Highlights, we continue to have a solid Balance Sheet with a US$1.1 billion 

liquidity pool encompassing cash and cash equivalent US$767 million, available Committed Revolving 

Credit Facility US$262 million, coupled with US$58 million of marketable securities. With a lower total 

debt position, we were able to reduce our debt to capital employed to around 30% compared to 

December 2020 stats of 32%.  

 

In recognition of the robustness of Chandra Asri’s credit quality, resilient business model, deft 

performance in navigating the pandemic, and our prudent financial policies, Chandra Asri has been able 

to access lower, longer, and better financing from (i) partner banks, (ii) the domestic IDR bond market, as 

well as (iii) the international USD capital markets.  
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Our financing pool is well diversified with a broad one third split across (i) the partner banks and the Japan 

Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), (ii) IDR bonds issued as part of our ongoing IDR5 Trillion Shelf 

Program, and (iii) our Reg-S /144A USD bond.  

 

At present, we have also launched a partial Tender Offer for our USD bonds for up to US$75 million, in 

view of our strong performance, and in line with our continuous efforts to optimize and proactively 

manage our internal cash, debt maturity profile and capital structure. The company has an option to call 

all the outstanding USD Bonds from 8 Nov 2021, however this future decision to call the Notes will depend 

on several factors prevailing nearer to the Call Date including, but not limited to, the bond market 

conditions, the petrochemical industry backdrop and Chandra Asri’s overall liquidity position.  

 

We are also pleased to highlight the Development of Sustainability Linked Financing, as a new source of 

liquidity in line with our “lower, longer, better” financing strategy. On April 15th 2021, we obtained a 

Sustainability-Linked Green Loan financing facility from Hana Bank, after comprehensive reviews were 

done in accordance with international standards and principles of Sustainable Financing. The innovative 

and unsecured balloon facility, with competitive terms and endorsements of governance, further deepens 

and diversifies Chandra Asri’s liquidity pool. The funds have been channeled towards completed green 

projects with positive and direct Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) impacts, in line with 

Indonesia’s National Long-Term Development Plan of “a greener and sustainable Indonesia”. 

 

For Capex 2021, we have a total planned baseline capex of US$65.5 million split across Business Growth, 

Margin Improvement and Asset Integrity projects. In the first quarter, realized capex was US$4.5 million 

mainly on Margin Improvement and Growth Projects such as new Acrylic Acid Tank storage. Spending 

should pick up with the scheduled Turnaround Maintenance of our Styrene Monomer Plant, as well as our 

new Big Film Roll project. Subject to the public health situation and participation of the strategic investor 

in our CAP 2 project, as governed by disciplined stage gates, Chandra Asri may proceed to spend more 

pre-FID capex in 2021. This spending would be fully underpinned with a solid equity base and the 

Company’s own financial resources via cash flow generated from operations, without any material 

increase in debt as we continue to maintain a robust Balance Sheet.  

 

On Projects and Growth, with the completion of our CAP 1 Integration Master Plan, there is minimal capex 

required to maintain smooth and stable operations for CAP 1 complex, with the large majority of future 
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capex dedicated for our second petrochemical complex to deliver our next phase of transformational 

growth come 2026. 

 

On CAP 2 progress, we have achieved further key milestones, which stands us in good stead to take FID 

at the right time. This includes obtaining sufficient land for the plot plan, and the recent approval of our 

environmental permit this year. This further builds on key milestones like the confirmed tax holiday for 

100% of Corporate Income Tax plus 2 years at 50%, the finalized license and technology selections, funding 

plan clarity, strong partnership interest from market-leading utility facility operators, and sustained 

commitment from shareholders.  

 

To Conclude: Chandra Asri has delivered and continues to deliver. Collectively as a team we sustained 

robust Business Continuity, Operational Excellence and Financial Resilience throughout 2020, to 

successfully navigate through the pandemic.  

 

We are much leaner, more agile and 100% focused on smooth and safe operations to sustain our Strong 

Start to 2021.  

 

We are excited about the year ahead and look forward to updating you as the year continues.  

 

Many thanks for your time and attention today. We now look forward to discussing with you and hearing 

your questions, inputs and thoughts.   

 

 

<END> 

 


